BAA…
the sheep are scared,
they have detected the
faint whiff of the
scots.

Wehrmachtbericht from the Reichsministerium
für Volksaufklärung und Propaganda, (RMVP)
Armed forces report volume 2.
Pyrrhic victory at the ruins at El PharrT.

1st platoon, 3rd battalion
the north essex regiment
Lieutenant Brian Surbiton
Grammar school boy, sensible, sporty
and dependable. Recently married.
Intelligent and loyal, but cautious.
Sergeant John Brown
Farm boy. Unimaginative but tough.
Resolute and loyal. follows orders that's his job.
Corporal Reg Jenkins
Pre-war soldier. Experienced,
but not one for volunteering
Corporal Jeremy Strap
Office clerk called up at the beginning of
the war. Good on admin and can follow a
plan. Endlessy annoyed at his nickname,
"Jock"
Corporal Peter Le Manoir
Bohemian artist. Vehemently anti-Fascist,
fought in the Spanish Civil War. Inspires
his section with his genuine convictions

1st platoon, 2nd battalion
The Royal Highland Regiment
(the black watch)
Lieutenant Mungo Strachan
Heir to the Irn Bru empire, he was
educated at Gordonstoun school and
joined the British army as a professional
soldier before the outbreak of war.
Respected and liked by his men he was
evacuated at Dunkirk and now seeks his
revenge against the enemy and rapid
promotion to keep up the family name.
Can be rather rash and appears to find
much inspiration at the bottom of a
bottle of good single malt. Some say
that this may have impeded his army career.
A socialite and keen gambler, he paints a
fine picture galavanting across the dance
floor to the whirl of the pipes.
Indeed, a man to be reckoned with!
Sergeant Fulton 'Jock' Mackay
A professional soldier and former
prison warden. Brought up in the slums
of Glasgow on a diet of Haggis suppers
and pints of 'heavy'.
Detests and hates the Nazi regime having
lost his brother earlier in the war.
One for the ladies and always a keen
visitor to the entertainment
establishments in Cairo.
Rumour has it that he took out an enemy
machine gun position at Nadi al Kebab.
Corporal Hamish (preacher)
Ferguson
A pious man whose father is a senior
clergyman in the Church of Scotland.
God fearing and free of any blasphemy he
carries a bible everywhere and can
frequently be heard quoting the
scripture's during an attack.

och, the noo!

Corporal Tam O'Shanter
Originally an Irish immigrant, he farmed
Highland cattle on Bute before the war.
An expert shot and amateur poacher and
spent two months in jail having stolen
rabbits from the Duke of Argyle's estate.
A farm boy, tough and determined to 'do
his bit'. Has little time for the softies
who live south of the border.
Corporal Ben Doon
Different from his peers, an intellectual
and quiet young man who studied at
Edinburgh University. His interest lies in
politics rather than with the army. Always
to be found engulfed in a book when the
bullets aren't flying around.

Africa Korps 5th Leichte Division - reserve platoon
Oberleutnant Otto Von Genschland
4th son of very minor Bavarian nobility. Adventurer, playboy and all round cavalier
roisterer, age 26.
1st Squad - Obergefreiter Johann Schmidt
Army regular, veteran of the Spanish Civil War, from a poor upbringing in Dusseldorf,
grizzled and gnarled, age 38
2nd Squad - Obergefreiter Karl Hagen
History teacher from a small town outside Hamburg, studious, careful precise, age 31.
3rd Squad - Obergefreiter Stefan Wasserlechner
Farm boy from East Germany, strong as an ox, indefatigable, will not question
any order, age 25.

Italian platoon, 10th Army, 63rd
Infantry Division, 157 Regiment.
Commanded by Tenente Stefano Villari
24 years old, from Lucca in Tuscany, studied
architecture at the University in Padua but
joined the army amidst the surge of Italian
nationalism that coincided with the
Italo-Ethopian war. Italian morale is high
after the initial successes in Egypt and
Stefano is popular with his men.
1st squad
Sergente LUIGI Griffo
luigi trained as a plumber before the war,
30 years old, he is tall and as strong as an
ox with a distinctive black moustache.
Caporale Pompeo Stromboli
32 years old, Stromboli was a puppeteer
and showman before the war, he is dark and
swarthy with gypsy heritage. Rather fun but
has a bit of a temper.
2nd squad
Sergente Francesco Bernoulli
30 years old, grew up in the shadow of the
famous Monza race track, was making a name
for himself as an amateur racing driver,
loved by the ladies, but Francesco’s
biggest fan is himself, cocky, boastful
and arrogant.
Caporale Vincenzo Santorini
34 years old, Santorini is a veteran of the
Abyssinian campaign where he served in the
artillery, he became adept at blowing
things up, unfortunately for Vincenzo he
frequently blew up the wrong things which
is why he is still a caporale. His parents ran
a flower shop in Naples.

the field of battle
system from platoon
forward was adapted for
our desert terrain.
1 D20 die roll per
square to randomise
terrain. Then 2D6 with
a direction dice to
randomise terrain
within each square.
D20 Terrain type
1−8 - Open
9−11 - Rough terrain - Hard
12−13 - buildings - Hard
14 - Wadi - Hard
15 - Oasis - Light
16−17 - Hill - Light
18-19 - Rough hill - Light
20 - Track - Open
Roll a D10 to decide where
the ruins are - Hard

the ruins at el pharrt

how the british army got the ‘runs’
The First bloodying for the Black Watch,
and they held their own drawing copious
amounts of fire from the Italians cowering
in their defensive position.
The bullets flew, together with rock
fragments as mortar fire rained down on
the Scots. Corporal Ferguson who was
twice wounded encouraged his men to hold
their ground and successfully directed the
laying of smoke down upon the enemy
positions.
unfortunately ’jock’ mackay’s mother’s
homemade haggis proved to have gone off,
causing the entire platoon to suffer from a
dose of the ‘gazala gallop’.

Gor, lewis
mate, my guts
don’t feel so
good!

we need to
find that
khazi…fast.
step on it!

gunners lewis hamilton and jenson button
suffered the most, fortunately for them
they were the drivers of the companies
universal carriers. whilst sheltering from
the overwhelming german fire, lieutenant
brian surbiton’s sense of direction
deserted him as he pointed to where he
thought the company latrines were located.

parp!
toot!
Parp!

the two desperate gunners drove off at
breakneck speed in search of the elusive
khazi.
they have not been seen or heard from
since. after following the carrier tracks it
is presumed that they have been captured by
the germans.

Jenson! I know
this place is called
el pharrt but give it
a rest!

step on it
lewis…
are you sure
this is where the
lieutenant said
the khazi was!

oberleutnant,
is this the dreaded
fog of war?

the italians contented themselves with a
long range machine gun duel against some
hairy foreign soldiers dressed in skirts.
under the calm leadership of Sergente
LUIGI Griffo these men proved to be no
match for the brave italian soldiers

Whit’s fur ye’ll no
go by ye!
Lang may yer lum reek.
Yer bum’s oot the
windae.

the italian platoon deploy
in the village, the 1st section
sets up the mobile pasta
machine.

lieutenant’s genschland, villari
and Schumacher wonder if their
dice actually have any 6’s on them

achtung!
take cover!

hmmm, haggis!

Haud yer
wheesht!
I’ll gie ye
a skelpit lug!

here comes that
damn fog again!

report from the Italian platoon, 10th Army,
63rd Infantry Division, 157 Regiment.
Tenente Stefano Villari deployed his men in a village
just south of the ruins at el pharr, the men soon
had the mobile pasta machine set up and the water
was put on t0 boil.
their afternoon was slightly disturbed by a strange
and annoying fog that wafted around the village
from time to time. in the times when it cleared some
strange men in skirts could be seen off in the
distance who insisted on displaying their private
parts at the brave italians. Sergente LUIGI Griffo
deployed his mg teams to deal with the distinctly
unimpressive members of the scottish platoon - it
was after all a very cold day in the desert!
the fire from the men in skirts became more and
more desultory throughout the course of the
afternoon until sgt. griffo concluded they were
either all dead or had run away.
the italians suffered only minimal casualties. these
were caused by the spontaneous combustion of the
water heater put on to boil to cook the company
pasta ration. fortunately this occurred just as the
pasta was deemed to be ‘al dente’ so lunch was
eaten undisturbed.
Lewis and jenson race off into the
distance in search of the elusive
khazi…never to be seen again…

report from otto von genschland, Africa
Korps 5th Leichte Division - reserve platoon
Having witnessed the feeble Italian display in the
previous clash I informed Major Lederhosen that
I could not guarantee success if I had to rely on
those soft Mediterraneans holding down a flank,
but apparently there was no one else left to hold
the line whilst Kampfgruppe Dirndl was rapidly
being formed to stop the British advance. So, time
for Von Genschland, hero of the Reich to show his
quality. I told that moustachioed buffoon Villari
to occupy the village on the left flank (even he
couldn't fail to do that) and suppress any Tommy's
who poked their heads over the dunes.
Deciding that the well to our front was over
exposed I cunningly deployed in the rocky ground
to it's rear, hoping to catch a British advance by
surprise. Before long the enemy appeared in the
shimmering haze of the far distance, but no problem
for Obergrefreiter Hagen's MG34’s to suppress and
start to demoralise. The firefight was decisively
ours when I commanded Schmidt to deploy and
hammer home our advantage.
No sooner was the might of the Fuhrer unleashed
when suddenly the battlefield was being blanketed
with thick smoke, those dastardly Tommies knew they
couldn't win a straight fight and we were blinded
with few options. Then suddenly the bass roar of
armoured vehicles pierced the mist in front of us,
British armour was racing up our right flank, the
perfect opportunity to ambush the fools with the
AT rifle, but they were on us like lightning,
Strudel's aim was atrocious and suddenly,
disaster our thin lines were broken.
I'm sure the Major will have arranged those
marauding Bren carriers a friendly reception
with the Battalion 88’s but the platoon's sterling
performance was for naught. Robbed of glory
by underhand tactics again. Von Genschland
will return.
the italians are beginning to wonder how
reliable the german forces are as allies!!!
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